Efficiency for the Construction Industry

Achieve the perfect finish for pre & post construction jobs.

Prepare for a quality finish any client will love with the best containment system.
ProTeam vacuums provide powerful suction, large capacity and filtration to eliminate dust, dirt & debris.

Building a home or business produces a vast quantity of drywall dust and dirt particles. Dust can settle and travel throughout a building, making cleaning difficult and being hazardous to health. Because dust is so fine, it’s important to use a high efficiency vacuum that contains particles.

Vacuuming is the quickest, most efficient and cost effective method for surface prep and post-installation clean up. Whether installing drywall, sub-flooring, hardwood, tile or stone, it’s important to completely remove all dust and debris for a clean finish.

**DRYWALL:**
Sanding is an essential but messy part of drywall installation, and it can be dangerous to inhale fine dust particles in the air. After sanding, be sure to completely vacuum to ensure there is a clean surface to continue with installation.

**TILE & LAMINATE:**
Always make sure all surfaces are clean before installation so that dirt doesn’t contaminate thin-set, preventing tiles from adhering to surfaces properly. Vacuuming is always the best application for making sure dirt is eliminated.

**FLOORING:**
ProTeam vacuums attach to floor sanders and capture fine dust before it re-enters the environment. Vacuuming for constant cleaning throughout the floor finishing process – during and after sanding, between finishes – creates a high quality finish.

Cleaning for Health® & ProLevel Filtration®

ProTeam vacuums safely contain and capture harmful particulate that can harm health and trigger asthma or allergies within a ProLevel Filtration system.

Most ProTeam vacuums have Four Levels of Filtration, each level designed to sift out smaller and smaller particles.

The unique ProTeam method of suction-vacuuming cleans carpets, hard floors, and other surfaces without stirring up dust – so the air stays cleaner and operators can work without breathing unhealthy air.
WHERE CAN A BACKPACK TAKE YOU?

ATTICS
CRAWLSPACES
CEILING VENTS
DUCTWORK
CROWN MOULDING
STAIRCASES
RAFTERS
PIPES

A VAST ARRAY TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

#100108 Crevice Tool
#100614 Horse Hair Brush Floor Tool
#106194 Scalloped and FlatFelt Floor Tool
#107199 Squeegee Floor Tool*

*For Wet/Dry Vacs only

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE RIGHT JOB

a ProTeam vacuum has an average life of 7 years and a multi-year warranty to back it up
CONTRACTOR CHOOSES PROTEAM FOR POWER & VERSATILITY

After 40 years on the jobsite, Adrian Roberts is now the owner/operator of ProTEx Wallboard, a dry wall contractor. He uses a 10-year-old ProTeam MegaVac during the prep stages to ensure the highest quality finished product.

“Dry wall is a dusty, messy trade. We use the backpack vacuum every time we pre-prime before we spray texture,”

“We used to use a shop vac, but it was so cumbersome that it was a two-man operation to make sure it didn’t tip over. When we’re doing tenant improvements or expansions, we clean up with the backpack vacuum every night. It is always appreciated. We are treated professionally because of how clean we keep the job site.”

The best part about the backpack vacuum for Roberts is the ease of movement from room to room. Add the MegaVac’s ProLevel Filtration for fine dust capture, and Roberts has the critical cleanliness he needs to impress his customers.

“I’ve had my backpack vacuum for 10 years and never had a problem with it,” said Roberts.